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The photoluminescencefrom isotropic solutionsand the light absorptionby photogeneratedspeciesin isotropic solutions
arein generalpartially polarized.In thecaseof electric-dipole transitions,thepolarization biascan be representedas the
productof a sample-dependentfactorand a geometricalfactorG for arbitraryexperimentalarrangements;G dependsonly on
theorientationof the polarizersin theexcitationbeamandin theluminescencebeam.G = 0 is a sufficient condition for the
elimination of the polarization bias. The formalism is extendedto unpolarizedand partially polarized excitationand/or
detection. The condition G = 0 is independentof ground-statedepletion due to polarized or unpolarizedexcitation.The
rotation of monochromatorsis introduced as a new experimentalparameter.All known experimentalconfigurationsare
treatedin a systematicway. New configurationsare proposedfor surfaceexcitationand for a quantumcounter.The main
resultsapply also to transient-absorptionspectroscopy.

I. Introduction (f) measurementof transient—absorptionspectra;
(g) investigationof luminescenceor transientab-

The photoluminescencefrom isotropic solu- sorption in large rangesof T/~(T: temper-
tions and the light absorptionby photogenerated ature, i~: viscosity).
speciesin isotropic solutionsare in general par- It hasbeenknown for a long time that, in the
tially polarized. The physical basis of this phe- caseof electric-dipoletransitionsandwith a suita-
nomenonis well understood[1—6](for a review of ble choice of the experimentalarrangement,all
the pioneerwork in this field cf. ref. [1]). Its main polarizationeffectscan be eliminated,that is, the
applicationsare the determinationof relative di- spectrumand the decayof a photoluminescenceor
rectionsof transitionmomentsin molecules[37] a transientabsorptionare the sameas would be
andthe investigationof orientationalrelaxationof observed with an isotropically excited solution
moleculesin liquid solutions[8—10]. [11—18].Let I~be the hypothetical steady-state

In most photoluminescenceand transient-ab- luminescenceintensity which would be observed
sorption experiments, however, polarization ef- with isotropic excitationof a sample,andlet i be
fects are unwantedand haveto be eliminatedin the steady-stateluminescenceintensity measured
order to avoid experimentalartifacts.Examples: with anisotropicexcitation,but with the samerate
(a) Determinationof lifetimes of excitedstates; of light absorption.Then I is given by
(b) measurementof polarization-independentlu-

minescencespectraand luminescence—excita- 1 = 10(1 + B), (1)
tion spectra;

(c) determination of luminescence quantum whereB is the polarizationbias, whichdependson
yields; the propertiesof the sample,on the wavelengths.

(d) comparisonof spectraof promptand delayed of excitation andof detectionof the luminescence,
fluorescence; and on the polarizationparametersof the experi-

(e) studiesof kinetics and concentrationdepen- mental arrangement.The most thorough treat-
denceof luminescencequenching; ment of the elimination of the polarizationbias
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2 B. Nickel / Elimination ofpolarization biasof luminescence

Theindependentlyvariablepolarizationparam-
eters of the experimental arrangementare the

wavelengthsXa and Xb of excitation and detec-
tion, the rotationalanglesa and /3 of thepolarizers

ç
0 ‘~aand ~b’ andthe viewing-angley. Thefirst main

a ~ objectiveof this paperis the proof that the polari-

‘~ I zationbias canbe factorizedfor arbitrarya, /3, y,

-• ~ B=A(a, Xa, Xb)~G(a, /3, y), (2)

M~__

G(a,/3,y) 0 (3)
Fig. 1. Schematicview of an experimentalarrangementwith is a sample-independentcondition for the elirnina-
free choiceof therotationalanglesa and /3 of thepolarizers~a tion of all unwantedpolarizationeffects. G is a
and ~b’ of theviewing-angley, andof therotationalanglesa’ simple and explicit function of a /3 and y. The
and /3’ of the monochromatorsM and Mb; other abbrevia-

a advantagesof an explicit formula for G are obvi-
tions: D , Db: depolanzers;L: excitation light source; L~
probe light source for transient—absorptionspectroscopy; ous: For a given experimentalarrangementthe

PMT: photomultipliertube; S: sample. maximal polarizationbias canbe easily estimated,
anda new experimentalarrangementcanbeopti-

canbe found in thearticlesby Cehelniket al. [16] mized with respect to the elimination of the
and Mielenzet a!. [17,18].Thepractical usefulness polarizationbias.
of the results in refs. [16—18],however, is di- The conceptof a rotational symmetry axis of
minished by the fact that the formulae for the excitation or detectionwill be introduced. With
calculationof the polarizationbias are notexplicit polarized excitation or detection, the symmetry
functions of the experimental parameters.The axis is defined by the polarization vector of the
main aim of this paper is to show that for respectivepolarizer, and with unpolarizedexcita-
electric-dipoletransitionsthepolarizationbias is a tion or detection, the symmetry axis is given by
simple explicit function of the experimental the direction of the excitation or detectionbeam.
parameters,even in the most generalcase. It will be shown that, for the elimination of the

For the explanation of the objectives of the polarizationbias,the only quantitythat mattersis
presentpaperin moredetail it is advantageousto the anglebetweenthe symmetry axesof excitation
refer to a definite experimentalarrangementfor and detection.
the measurementof luminescencespectra or Whentheintrinsicanisotropyof a luminescence
luminescenceexcitation spectra(seefig. 1 and cf. is of no interest,it is oftendesirableto reducethe
ref. [16—18]).The arrangementconsistsof three numberof polarizersand depolarizersto a mini-
parts:anexcitationunit, a sample,anda detection mum. The secondmain objective of this paperis to
unit. The excitation unit consists of an un- show how the symmetry of the monochromators
polarized polychromatic light source, a grating can be used for this purpose. In-plane
monochromatorMa with polarization-dependent Czerny—Turneror Ebertmonochromatorslike the
and wavelength-dependenttransmittance,a de- monochromatorsMa andMb shownin fig. 1 have
polarizer Da that compensatesthe polarization a horizontal planeof symmetry in their standard
dependenceof the transmittanceof Ma and a position. Therefore, wavelength-independentex-
polarizer

1~aIn an analogousway, the detection tremesof the transmittanceare alwaysfound for
unit consistsof a polarizer~b, a depolarizerDb, a vertically and horizontally polarized light: with
monochromatorMb, and a polarization-indepen- the polarizationanglesa’ 00 and a” = 900 for
dentdetector. Ma, and /3’ = 0° and /3” = 90° for Mb. When
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the monochromatorshave additionally collinear
entranceand exit beams(see fig. 1), they can in
principle be rotatedabouttheir optical axes.That

5 Smeans,the angles a’ and /3’ becomefree experi-
mental parameters.It will be shown in a sys-
tematic way, how the rotation of the mono-
chromatorsabout their optical axes can be used
for a reductionof the numberof optical compo-
nents.

Finally, several other aspects of the polari-
zation problem are treated: the sensitivity of an
experimental configuration against misalignment
01 a or a, /3 or /3’ and y, the effectsof finite
aperture angles, and special configurations for Fig. 2. Relationbetweenthe unit vectors~ = a of thepolariza-
surfaceexcitation, quantumcounters, and tran- tion of the excitation light, P of thedirection of theabsorbing

sient—absorptionspectroscopy. transition dipole, and I of the direction of theemitting transi-
tion dipole. The polarization vector ~ is not shown in the
figure; it is definedby thepolar coordinatesK and ~(i relative

to the .~, ~, f basisin thesamewayasP.
2. Elementary derivation of the formula for the

polarization bias fixed coordinatesystem,if ~~ .i. With eqs.(4) to

(7) follows

2.1. Ensembleof spatiallyfixedmolecules I = 2(sin 0 cos 4 cos 8 + cos 0 cos 4 sin 6 cos
—sin ~ sin 6 sin �)

Let a samplebeexcitedby a linearly polarized
light beam. Let the beam direction define a unit +9(sin 0 sin 4 cos 6 + cos 0 sin 4 sin 6 cos �

vector~, andlet the polarizationdirection a (di- + cos ~ sin6 sin �)
rection of the electric field vector) define a unit + j’(cos 0 cos 8 — sin 0 sin 6 cos ). (8)
vector~= a; i and ~ definethe directionsof the
x-axis and the z-axis of a right-handedcartesian Let the absorbingtransitiondipole be excited
coordinatesystem(cf. fig. 2). Let ~ be the direc- with unit probability, and let the excitation be
tion of an absorbing transition dipole in a mole- completely transferredto the emitting transition
cule. Relativeto ~ and ~,an arbitrarydirection ~ dipole. Let the emitted luminescencebe observed
canbe definedby the polarcoordinates0 and~: in anarbitrary directionwith the orientationb of

the polarizerin the detectionunit. At the present
= I sin 0 cos~ + 9 sin0 sin ~ + £ cos 0. (4) stageof the investigation,thedirectionof lumines-

cenceobservationneednot be specified.Relative
Relativeto ~,an arbitrarydirection i of an emit-

to a= ~,anarbitrary directionb is definedby the
ting transitiondipole in the samemoleculecanbe polar coordinatesic and 4’.
definedby the polar coordinates8 and �,

= I cos ic cos 4.’ +9 sin sc sin 4’ + ~ cos ic. (9)
I=~cos6+ësin8cos~+~sin6sin, (5)

In the following generalconsiderationsit is con-
where the orthogonalbasis vectors ë and *~ are venient to use the normalized probability p of
definedas usual(ref. [19], p. 81): luminescencedetectionat a constantdistancefrom

a molecule or a set of molecules; all relations-

= I cos 9 cos ~ +9 cos 0 sin 4 — ~ sin 0, (6) derivedfor p are also valid for the luminescence

= — I sin~ + 9 ~ ~. (7) intensity I that will the usedlater. p is given by

Note that the vectors~ and I define a molecule- P = (~.~)2 (10)
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In an isotropic solution, all angles 4) and are that is definedby cos2~t= ~. Forlaterapplications
equally likely. The singlemoleculeis now replaced it is useful to define the complementarymagic
by a set of moleculeswith still the samevalue of angle~iby cos2~i= or
0, but with arbitrary valuesof ~ and �. If mole- ~i= 90°~ 35.26°. (16)
cules of this set are excited, the relative prob- With molecules of low or no symmetry and
ability of luminescencedetectionis givenby ~ .~, occasionally the condition 8 .t may be

—2 2i~ 2i~
= (2i~) J J (I.b)2 d4) th. (11) satisfied.Of more practicalinterest is the overlap

0 0 of differently polarized absorptionbands Ci(Xa)

The evaluationof the doubleintegral in eq. (11) is (here ~ denotesthe molar absorptioncoefficient).
simple. The explicit expressionof I~~ resulting If the excitationspectrumr( ~‘ a) of the anisotropy
from eqs.(8) and (9) consistsof 8 terms A. (i = r (cf. eq. (29)) of a luminescenceis known, andif
1 8). Upon integrationof (I. b)2, only the 8 the excitationwavelengthXa canbe freely chosen,
integralscontainingthequadratictermsA~do not thenexcitation at a wavelengthX a with r( X a) = 0
vanishandyield correspondsto ~i~iOta)P

2(cO5 6,) = 0. An ap-
proximate realization of the condition 0 — .t is

= ~ [i + 2P2(cos0)P2(cosK)], (12) conceivable(but of no practical importance)for

where the P2(cosfl are Legendre polynomials long rod-like moleculesin a conically stretched
([19], ch. 12): foil, if the absorptiontransitiondipole is parallel

to thelong axis of the molecule.
P2(cos~) = ~(3 cos

2~— 1), ~ = 0, 6, K. (13) The factorizationof the polarizationbias for

The most important aspectof eq. (12) is the arbitrary valuesof 0 meansthat K = ~t is a suffi-
factorizationof the polarizationbias B’ for arbi- cient conditionfor the eliminationof the polariza-
trary valuesof 9: tion bias with an arbitrary distribution function

B’ = B’(O, 6, K) f(0). In otherwords,thepolarizationbiasvanishes,if the distribution of absorbingtransition dipoles
= 2P

2(cos0)P2(cos8)P2(cosK). (14) has a C~rotational symmetryaxis *, and if the

B’ is an explicit form of the polarizationbias B i~ angle sc betweenthis axis and the direction & of
eq. (1) for the specialcaseof a singlevalue of o. the detectionpolarizeris equal to ~t. Forsimplicity
B’ vanishesif at least one of its three factors we assumethat f(0) is normalized:

-IT

vanishes. P2(cosK) is the sought geometrical J f(0) sin 0 dO = 1. (17)
polarization-biasfactor G whichdependsonly on 0

the experimentalarrangement*~ The realization The averagingof <p),~, overall angles0 yields
of thespecialcaseG = 0 is treatedin detail in the
following sections.

The LegendrepolynomialsP2(cos~) vanish, if = ~ I [1 + 2P2(cos0)P2(cos6)P2(cosic)]
JO

~ is equalto the “magic angle”
xf(0) sin 0 dO. (18)

54.74~~ (15) It is convenientto expand f(0) in a Legendre

series([19], ch. 12) with eventerms,

* In theoriginal versionof this paper,G wascalculatedin the f(0) = ~ c21P21(cos0), (19)
form G = G(a, f3,~’),seesect.3. I amvery gratefulto Dr. R.
Cleggof this institute for pointingout to methat G canbe wherethe c21 are definedby
written in the form G = P2(cosIC), wherecos K a ~ that IT

means,only thepolarizationvectorsa and ~ matter.Pre- c2,= 4(4i + i)f f(0)P21(cos0) sin 0 dO. (20)
0sumably A. Szabohas been the first to demonstratethe

general validity of this simple relation (R. Clegg, private
communication; A. Szabo, R. Clegg and T. Jovin, to be * Onecan easilyshow that an n-fold rotationalsymmetryaxis
published), with n 2~3 is sufficient for the presentpurpose.
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Becauseof the orthogonality of the Legendre both equationscontain the sameinformation on
polynomials,in eq. (18) only the terms c0P0 and the polarization of the luminescence. Another way
c2 P2 of the Legendreseries(eq. 19) are required. of treatingunpolarizedexcitation is given in sect.
By replacing f(O) in eq.(18) with thesetwo terms 3.

andby usingthe integral (d) Depletion of the electronicgroundstateby one-
2 photon excitation. In transient—absorptionspec-

I [Pa,(cos0)12 sin0 dO = (21) troscopy,depletionof the electronicgroundstate
JØ 4i+1’

is oftenessential.If a sampleis excitedby polarized
<p~ can be written in the form light, ground state depletion leads to a normalized

= ~[2c0+ ~c2P2(cos8)P2(cos K)]. (22) expansioncoefficient 0< c2 < 1 or 0< —c2<
respectively.This is shown in the appendix for

Several examples for the application of the two specialcasesof polarizedexcitation.
Legendre expansion (eq. 19) are given in the fol- (e) Luminescencefrom a photoproductgeneratedin
lowing, solidsolution. If the light usedfor excitationof the
(a) n-Photonexcitationwith polarizedlight (np). Let luminescencehas the samesymmetry axis as the
an excited state be generatedby n successive light usedfor generationof the photoproductand
i-polarized one-photon transitions. The corre- if the sample is optically dilute in the spectral
spondingnormalizeddistribution function of the rangeof theluminescence,then ic = ~uis sufficient
0-dependenceof the excitationis for the eliminationof the polarizationbias.

f(O) = ~(2n + 1) cos
2”O. (23) For the following, the introduction of two new

Equation (20) yields c
0 = 1/2 and c2 = 5n/(2n + quantitieswill turn out to be convenient.Firstly,

since a measured luminescence intensity i is pro-3). With these values, eq. (22) takes the form
portional to ~ it can be written in the form

4n
<P>?~~[1+ 2n+3P2058205~] I=I0[2c0+~c2P2(cos6)P2(cosK)], (28)

(24) where I~is the intensity that would be measured

with an isotropically excited sample. Secondly, theWith eq. (24) the meaning of the normalization of
anisotropy r of a luminescence is defined byp can be explained: with n —~ ~ and 6 = K = 00,

(29)

(b) One-photonexcitation with polarizedlight (ip).
Equation (24) contains also the important special where I~ is the intensity I measured with K = 0°
case of polarized one-photon excitation: and I~ that measured with K = 90°. With this

definition from eq. (28) follows
= + ~P2(cos8)P2(cos K)]. (25)

r=(c2,/2c0)r0(6), (30)
(c) One-photon excitationwith unpolarizedlight (lu).

where r0(6) = ~P2(cos6) is the fundamental emis-
In this case, the direction of the excitation light
beam(x axis in fig. 1) representsthe rotational sion anisotropyintroducedby Jablofiski[20]:
symmetryaxis z of excitationin fig. 2. Relativeto r0 = ~(3 cos

2ô— 1), —0.2 ~ r~~ + 0.4. (31)
this axis, the normalized excitation distribution

With this definition of r
0, eq. (28) can be writtenfunctionis

in the form
f(O) = ~sin

2O. (26)
I=I

0(2c0)[1+2r0(6)P2(cos K)(c2/2c0)]. (32)
Equation (20) yields c0 = ~ and c2 = — ~. With
these values, eq. (22) takes the form

= 4{i — ~P2(cos8)P2(cos K)]. (27) 2.2. Effectsoforientationalrelaxation

The comparison of eqs. (25) and (27) shows that, The preceding derivations refer to an ensemble
apart from an attenuation factor — ~ in eq. (27), of fixed molecules (for example to solute mole-
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culesin a glass).For the discussionof the polari- tion vectors a and ~ in the laboratory coordinate
zation bias of the luminescencefrom liquid solu- systemof fig. 1. (Note that the cartesiancoordi-
tions, the orientational relaxation of the excited natesystemsof fig. 1 and fig. 2 are not identical.)
moleculeshas to be taken into account. Let a With the x-axis alwaysbeing the direction of the
liquid solution be excitedwith a short light pulse excitationbeam,a and b are definedby
at time t = 0. Equation (32) is still valid, but c0 a= cosa + 9 sina, (37)
and c2 now dependon time. 2c0(t) representsthe
decay of the averagepopulation of the excited b = cos /3 + 9 sin /3 cos ~y— I sin /3 sin ‘. (38)
state.If T0 is the lifetime of the luminescentstate, If one looks from the excitation light sourceor
andif interactionsbetweenexcitedmoleculescan from the photomultiplier tube to the sample,posi-
be neglected, 2c0(t) = exp(—t/T0). c2(t)/2c0(t) tive values of a and /3 correspondto counter-

g2(t) representsthe decayof the P2 term of the clockwiserotationsof the polarizers~a and ~b in
Legendreexpansiondue to orientational relaxa- fig. 1. y is the “viewing angle” of the lumines-
tion of the excitedmolecules.Thus eq.(32) canbe cence.With the definitions (37) and(38) follows
written in the form cos K = a~= cos a cos /3 + sin a sin /3 cos y.

I(t)=I0exp(—t/’r0) (39)

x [i + 2r0(6)P2(cosK)g2(t)]. (33) .

Referringto eq. (39), the geometncalpolarization
In the caseof moleculeswith no symmetry, g2(t) bias factor
is the sum of up to five exponential functions
[8—10].In the caseof sphericalparticles,g2(t) is G G(a, /3, y) = P2(cosK) ~(3 cos

2~— 1)
given by asingleexponentialfunction [11,20], is introduced.Three different explicit expressions

g
2(t) = exp(— t/Tor), (34) for G will turn out to be useful:

with the orientational relaxation time T01 = G = ~[(cos a cos /3 + sin a sin /3 cos )2 — i]

v’q/(kT), where v is the (effective)volume of the (40)
sphericalparticle, i~ is the viscosity of the solu-
tion, k is the Boltzmann constant,and T is the G = 1 — ~ [sin2a+ sin

2/3— sin2asin2/3(1+ cos2y)
temperature[21]. Equation(34) is still valid for a
rotational ellipsoid, if at least one of the two — ~sin 2a sin 2/3 cosy], (41)
transition momentsinvolved lies in the rotational G = ~ [(cos2y — ~)+ (cos2a + cos 2/3) sin2y
axis of the ellipsoid (for detailscf. refs. [8—10,22]). 2

In a steady-stateexperimentand in the pres- + cos2a cos 2/3(1 + cos
enceof orientationalrelaxation, the polarization + 2 sin 2a sin 2/3 cosy]. (42)
bias of the luminescencefrom a liquid solution is
reducedby a factor G(a, /3, y) is symmetricwith respect to ex-

changeof a and /3. Therefore,with respectto the
Kg

2> = (‘r0)~f exp(—t/r0)g2(t) dt. (35) elimination of the polarizationbias, to each case
0 G(a1 /3~y) = 0 thereis anequivalentcaseG(a2,

In the specialcase(34), (g2> = ‘r0~/’(TO + T0~)and /~2,y) = 0 with a2= /
3~and /~2= a

1. In the later

1= I~[1 + 2r0(6)P2(cosK)Tor/(TO + Tor)1. (36) considerationof special configurations A’~, two
configurationsthat are symmetricin this senseare
denotedby N~and N*. In general,only one of

3. Elimination of the polarization bias two symmetricconfigurationswill be treated.

The following parameterrangesare used:
3.1. Experimental polarization parameters and

symmetryconsiderations —90°� a � +900, (43)

—90°�/3�+90°, (44)
For the discussionof specialexpenmentalcon-

figurationsit is convenientto definethe polariza- 0°� y � 1800. (45)
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In the general case of eqs. (41) and (42) with rotational symmetry axis of excitation, a or I, and
sin 2a sin 2/3 cos y * 0, there are four equivalent the polarization vector b (cf. sect. 2.1). In eq. (41),
parameter sets: (a, /3, y), (—a, —/3, y), (—a, /3, unpolarized excitation or detection can be taken
180° — y) and (a, —/3, 180° — y). In the im- into account by averaging over all possible values
portant special case sin 2a sin 2/3 cosy = 0 of eqs. of ~= a or /3; that is, sin2~ and sin 2~are replaced
(41) and (42), there are eight equivalent parameter by their averages (sin2~> = ~ and <sin 2~>= 0.
sets (a

1, /3,, Yk) resulting from the combination of Since G(a, /3, y) is symmetric with respect to
a1 = a, a2 = — a, /3~= /3, /32 = — /3, ~ = y, and exchange of a and /3, the definition of the angle K

= 1800 — y. Hence in this case it is sufficient to can be generalized as follows: K is the angle be-
consider only the parameter range 00 � a, /3, y � tween the directionsofthe rotational symmetryaxes
90°. of excitation and detection. With polarizedexcita-

tion or detection,the respectiverotational symmetry
3.2. Polarized or unpolarized excitation and axis is givenby thepolarizationvectora or b. With

polarizedor unpolarizeddetection unpolarizedexcitation or detection, the respective
rotational symmetryaxis is givenby the direction of

For the elimination of thepolarizationbias, the the excitation or detectionbeam. For constant K,

only angle that matters is the angle K between the the change from polarized excitation or detection

Table 1
Configurations!v for theeliminationof thepolarizationbiasin thecasesof polarized(u, v = 1) or unpolarized(u, v = 0) excitation
or detection. F,~,,is the attenuationfactorof the polarizationbias resulting from unpolarizedexcitationand/or detection(cf. eq.
(48)).Symmetricalconfigurations N,* that are obtainedby exchangingthe valuesof a, u and /3, v arenot separatelylisted. The
partial derivativesof G arediscussedin sect. 4.2

N~ a u /3 v ‘,‘ K G F1~,, OG/aa OG/~$ aG/a7

1~ 0~ 1 1 y p. 0 1 V’~cosy —~/~ 0
lii 00 1 00 1 0° +1 1 0 0 0

1~ 0° 1 90° 1 90° —~ 1 0 0 0

2~ — 0 ~i 1 90° p. 0 —-~ 0 ~ 0

~ — 0 90° 1 90° 0° —~ —~ 0 0 0

2~ — 0 0° 1 90° 900 +~ —~ 0 0 0

3,~ — 0 — 0 p. p. 0 0 0 —~s/~

— 0 — 0 1800 00 +~ 0 0 0
3~ — 0 — 0 90° 900 —~ 0 0 0

4,~ 45° 1 ~i 1 90° p. 0 1 —1 —f~/~ —}~/~

5,. —45°±p. 1 45° 1 180° p. 0 1 ~ 0

6a,. 90° 1 — 0 p. 0 —~ 0 0

6b,. 90° 1 45° 1 p. 0 —~ ~ 1

7a,. ~450 1 — 0 p. p. 0 —~ —-~ 0

7b,. —45° 1 — 0 p. p. 0 —-~ +~ 0

8a,. 0° 1 p. 1 45° p. 0 1 +1 ~ 0

8b,. 90° 1 p. 1 45° p. 0 1 —1 —1

9~ 90° 1 /3 1 90° 90° —~ 1 0 0 0
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to unpolarized excitation or detection is accompa- the angle K, eq. (33) can be written in the form
nied by an attenuation of the polarization bias by

1 ‘ ‘ . I(t)=I0exp(—t/T)
a factor — ~. In a similar way, the meaning of the 0
intensities ‘H and I~ is generalized: ‘H is the x [i + 2F,L,rO(6)P2(cos K)g2(t)], (47)
intensity measured with K = 0°, and I~ is the
intensity measured with K = 90°. where the attenuationfactor F,0 is defined by

The polarization bias can be eliminated by two F = ‘(—1Y~(1 + )(1 + 48
methods. In the first method, the polarization bias u” 4 U V

is eliminated by choosing K = .t. In the second Configuration 3~, has been proposed by Al-
method, both Iii and I~ are measured, and the mgren [13] and Shinitzky [15] and experimentally
unbiasedluminescenceintensity I is calculated: verified by Cehelnik et a!. [16].

The configurations 2~, and 4~and the symmet-
I = ~ + 2I~). (46) rical configurations 2~ and 4’ have been pro-

posedby SpencerandWeber[14] for theelimina-
The advantageof the secondmethod is, that the tion of the polarization bias. If the spectrumof
full information on the polarization of the the excitation light is measured without depolarizer
luminescence is obtained. Da and polarizer ~a (cf. fig. 1) and with a polariza-

In table 1, configurations 1V are listed for dif- tion-independent detector, then in config. 4~, no
ferent combinations for polarized or unpolarized depolarizer is required for the measurement of an
excitation or detection. The kind of excitation is unbiased luminescence—excitation spectrum (the
specified by the value of the variable U: u = 1 excitation monochromator is in its standard posi-
denotes polarized excitation, and ~ = 0 denotes tion a’ = 0°; cf. also sect. 4.1). Configuration 2,,
unpolarized excitation. In the same way v = 1 and is complementaryto config. 4,, in the sense that a
v = 0 denote polarized and unpolarizeddetection. depolarizer, but no polarizer, is required in the
The subscript i (= ~.t, ~, I) refers to the gener- excitation unit. The configurations 4,~’ and 2,~’
alized definition of the angle K. A set of symmetri- have analogous advantages with respect to
cal configurations IV~* are obtained by exchanging luminescence detection.
the values of a, u and /3, v. Configuration 5,, is important in transient—ab-

Configuration 1,, with y = 90° is the classical sorption spectroscopy. The point of interest is that
configuration for the elimination of the polariza- no depolarizer is required in the detection unit.
tion bias, which has been proposed by Jabloflski Configuration 5,, is a special case of a general
in 1935 [11]. The configurations l~ and 1 ~ can be configuration with a = — /3±~.t. Note that, with
simultaneously realized by choosing two different y = 180° and with eq. (40), the condition G = 0
viewing angles, e.g. ‘~= +90° and Y2 = —90° reduces to cos

2(a + /3) = or a + /3= ±it.

[23,24]; that means, all three intensities in eq. (46) The configurations 6a,, and 6b,, are of interest
can be simultaneously measured of calculated, as special cases of surface excitation, which is
Configurations 1,, and 1~most clearly illustrate treated in sect. 4.4.
the fact that only the angle K between the polari- The configurations 7a,,/7b~, and 8a,,/8b,, are of
zation vectors a and ~ matters, interest in connection with the use of partially

The comparison of the configurations pairs N

11, polarized excitation light, which is treated in sect.
N1 (N = 1, 2, 3) shows that for obtaining the full 3.3.
information on the polarization of a luminescence Configuration 9~ shows that G cannot be
in principle neither polarized excitation nor simultaneously equal to zero and independent of /3.
polarized detection is required. The only basic It illustrates the distinction between unpolarized
effect of replacing polarized excitation or detec- luminescencelight (G � G(/3)) and a lumines-
tion by unpolarized excitation or detection is the cence with no polarization bias (G = 0). Config-
attenuation of the polarization bias by a factor of uration 9~ can be of practical interest for the
— ~. Therefore, with the generalized definition of calibrationof a luminescencespectrometer,when
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unpolarized light is needed for the alignment of a by the parameters ~‘ and ~“ or /3’ and /3” = /3’ +

depolarizer or for the measurement of the polari- 90°, and 0 � q(X,,) � 1, where Xh is the detection
zation dependence of the transmittance of the wavelength. In the following, both monochroma-
detection monochromator. tors are assumed to be rotatable about their opti-

cal axes; thus the angles a’ and /3’ are free
3.3. Partially polarizedexcitation or detection parameters.

The mostgeneralcasefor the calculationof the
In the absenceof a depolarizer Da and a geometricalpolarization bias factor is given by

polarizer ~a in the excitation unit (cf. fig. 1), the partially polarizedexcitation(a’, p) and partially
excitation light is in general partially polarized, polarized detection (/3’, q). The average value G
Partially polarizedexcitation can be describedin of G is given by
different ways. For general considerations,it is ~(a’ ‘ /3’
helpful to describepartially polarizedexcitationas ‘ ‘ ~°‘ ‘ q, “

excitation with three collinear incoherent light =pqG(a , /3 , y) + (1 —p)qG(a , /3 , y)
beams of the direction I. The first beamis un- +p(1 — q)G(a’, /3”, y)
polarized; the second and the third beam are ,,+(1 —p)(1 — q)G(a , /3 , y), (50)
polarizedwith the polarizationvectors a and a
(a’ I a” or a’~a” = 0). The three vectors I, a’, where a” = a’ + 90° and /3’ = /3’ + 90°. It is con-
a” form an orthogonal basis. Let the total inten- venient to introduce the new parametersu and v
sity of the threebeamsbe known andtheir relative definedby
intensitiesbe unknown.Let d be the direction of —1 ~ = —1 ~ +1, (51)
the rotational symmetry axis of luminescencede-
tection. Thenthe generaland sufficient condition —1 ~ v = 2q — I � + 1. (52)
for the elimination of the polarization bias is u, v = ±1 correspondsto completelypolarizedex-

2 2 2 2 citation or detection and u, v = 0 to unpolarized
(d. I) = (d. a ) = (d. a ) = cos ~.i = -~ (49) excitation or detection (note that the values u,
In the caseof unpolarizeddetection, I represents v = +1 and u, v = 0 have the same meaning as in
the viewing direction. In the case of polarized eq. (48) and in table 1). The combinationof eqs.
detection,d is equal to the polarizationvectorb, (42) and (50) to (52) then yields
and the viewing direction can be an arbitrary — 3 í 2 1

G=~i~cos‘y—~direction perpendicular to b.
For the quantitative description of partially + (u cos2a’ + v cos 2/3’) sin2y

polarized excitation, one of the three excitation 2

beams is dispensable, since unpolarized excitation + uv [cos 2a cos 2/3 (1 + cos
is equivalentto excitationwith two polarizedexci- + 2 sin 2a’ sin 2/3’ cos y] }. (53)
tation beamsof equal intensity. With the coordi-
natesystemof fig. 1 and the rotationalanglea of For unknown u and known v, it is advantageous
the excitation polarizer, it is convenient to de- to write G in the form
scribe partially polarizedexcitation as excitation ~ = ~ (/3’, v; y) + G

2 (a’, u; /3’, v; y). (54)
with two incoherent polarized light beams with the . . —,, , The condition G = 0 can then be replacedby the
polarization angles a and a = a + 90 and the

two conditions
relative intensitiesp and 1 — p, where 0 � p ~ 1;
p in general depends on the excitation wavelength ~ = ~(cos

2y — ~ + v cos 2/3’ sin2y) = 0, (55)
Xa: p =p(Xa). The standardposition of the — — [ ~‘ 2

monochromator Ma (cf. fig. 1) correspondsto G
2 — ~u ~cos2a sin y

a’ = 0°. In the same way, in the absence of a +v cos 2a’ cos2/3’(l + cos
2y)

polarizer ~b and a depolarizer Db (cf. fig. 1),
partially polarized detection can be characterized + 2v sin 2a’ sin 2/3’ cos y] = 0. (56)
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Table 2
Configurations)V~for theeliminationof thepolarizationbiasin thecasesof unknownpartially polarizedexcitation(0 < UI <1) and
known partially polarized(0 < v <1) or unpolarized(v = 0) or polarized(v = 1) detection. F

0~is the attenuationfactorof the
polarizationbias resultingfrom unpolarizedexcitationor detection.SymmetricalconfigurationsN* that areobtainedby exchange
of the valuesof a’, u and /3’, a are not separatelylisted. The partial derivativesof ~ arediscussedin sect. 4.2

a’ u /3’ V 7 K’K” G Ft,, aG/an’ aG/a/3’ aG/a7

lOa 45° u 0° a y(v) — 0 — —~u(1+3v) ~uv1/~_-~-~ ~

lOb 450 u 90° a y(a) — 0 — —~u(1—3v) ~ ~

lOc 45° u /3(u) a 90° — 0 — — u — V9v2 —1 — ~V9v2 —1

11,. 45° U — 0 p. p. 0 —~ —~U 0

11>, 45° U — 0 90° 45° —~ —j —ju 0 0

111 45° ,., — 0 0° 90° +~ —~ 0 0 0

12,. 450 u ~ 1 90° p. 0 1 —U —~sI~
12>, 450 u 0° 1 90° 45° +~ 1 —jU 0 012.L 45° U 90° 1 90° 90° —~ 1 0 0 0

13,, 0° u p. 3 45° p. 0 1 U — ~I~(1 +3u) — ~(1— u)

14a,. +15° u +45° 1 90°+u p. 0 1 —U —~(1+u~) +~I~(1—uVi)

14b,. —75° u +450 1 90°+/i p. 0 1 +U —~(1—uV~) +jv’I(l+u%/i)

In table 2, configurations with partially relationsbetweeny or /3’ and v:
polarizedexcitationare listed. Polarizedexcitation 2 2 . I — 1 � v �
or detectionare comprised as the special cases cos y = 1 — with~— 0

3~1—v) ~t�y�90
u = 1 and v = 1 of partially polarizedexcitationor
detection.In practice, in generalonewould usea (57a)
polarizer and a depolarizerfor polarized excita- cos2y= 1 — 2 with/ — � V � 1
tion or detection(cf. also sect. 4.1). 3(1 + v) 90°� y � ~i

There is no special configuration (a’, /3’, ‘y) (57b)

that satisfiesthe condition G = 0 for all possible /

valuesof u and v. On the basis of eq. (49) this is cos 2/3’ = —~-- with~ ~ V � 1
obvious, since eq. (49) cannotbe simultaneously V 0°� /3 � I-i

valid for two vectorsd
1 I d2.TheconditionG2 = 0 (—1 � v � —

canbe satisfiedfor arbitraryvaluesof u and v by or~ </3’ < 900 (57c)
threeparametercombinations: — —The parameterranges(57a) and (57b) show that
(a) a’ = 45°and /3’ = 0°, the conditionG1 = 0 can be satisfied for an arbi-

(b) a’ = 45°and/3’ = 90°, traryknown valueof v by choosingeither/3’ = 0°
0 or /3’ = 90°.The generalcaseof config. lOa/lOb

(c) a = 45 andy = 90 . can in principle be realizedwith a luminescence

Configurations 10. Insertion of the parameterval- spectrometersimilar to that described in refs.
ues(a) or (b) or (c) in eq. (55) yields the required [16—18](variable viewing angle y andcylindrical
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samples)andwith the additional featureof mono- two respects.Firstly, in the detection unit no
chromatorsthat canbe rotatedabouttheir optical depolarizeris needed.In this sense,configs. 14a,,/
axes (see fig. 1). If v(Xb) is known, configs. 14b,, are complementaryto config. 11,,, in which
lOa/lOb are in principle suitable for the measure- no polarizer is needed. Secondly, in this paper,
ment of fluorescenceexcitation spectra, and if configs. 14a,,/14b,, are the only example of a
U(Aa) is known, the symmetrical configs. generalconfigurationwith sin 2a’ sin 2/3’ cos y ~
lOa*/lOb* are suitable for the measurementof 0 (cf. eq. (53)). Hencethe signsof the parameters
fluorescencespectra. of configs. 14a,,/14b,, cannot be independently

Configuration lOc is of interestsince it repre- changed(cf. sect.3.1): two signsmust be changed
sentsthe generalcaseof a 90° viewing-geometry simultaneously.
withoutpolarizersanddepolarizers.Equation(57c) For 0 < I u <1, a config. N

11 is no longer
showsthat, evenwith freechoiceof the rotational defined, since thereis no unique rotational sym-
angles a’ and /3’ of the monochromators(cf. fig. metry axis of excitation.However, insteadof ~ a
1) and known value of v, the condition G1 = 0 config. N>, can berealized,which is characterized
cannotbe satisfiedfor — j- < v < + ~. by

The configurationsN,, in table 2 have in corn- ~, 2 2 ~,, 2 2 “ 1

mon that there is only one rotational symmetry (d. a ) = cos K = (d.a ) = cos K = ~. (59)
axis d of detectionwith On the analogyof eq. (46), an unbiasedlumines-

2 2 cenceintensity I can be calculated,which is de-
(d.a’) =(d.a”) =cos

2~it=~. (58) fined by
Configuration 11,, canbe considered,firstly, as ~ = ~ (J + 21 \ (60

a specialcaseof the configs. lOa/lOb with v = 0, ~‘ >(

secondly, as a generalizationof config. 3,, for Examplesare the configs.11 )</11~andi2~/l2±.
u * 0 and, thirdly, as the combinationof the con- Theseconfigurationsshow thatevenwith partially
figs. 7a,, and 7b,, with arbitrary relative intensity polarized excitation the full information on the
of the excitation light. A practical applicationof anisotropyof a luminescencecanbeobtained.
config. 11,, will be discussedin sect. 4.5.

Configuration 12,, is a special caseof config.
lOc (v = 1) and a generalizationof config. 4,, for 4. Practical considerations
u ~ 0. Its advantageis that the normal90° view-
ing geometrycanbe used,andits disadvantageis 4.1. On the dispensability of polarizers and de-
that theexcitationmonochromatormustberotated polarizers
by 450 aboutits optical axis.

Configuration 13,, has been proposedand ex- In luminescencespectroscopy,thefollowing ex-
perimentallyverified by Mielenz et al. [17]; it can perimentalsituationmay betypical: With agiven
be consideredas the combinationof the configs. experimental arrangement,the spectrum of the
8a,, and8b,, with arbitrary relativeintensityof the partially polarized excitation light is measured
excitation light. With respect to its disadvantages without Da and~ (cf. fig. 1) andwith a polariza-
and advantages,config. 13,, is complementaryto tion-independentdetector (e.g. with a quantum
config. 12,,: it has no 90°-viewinggeometry,but counter),and the spectralsensitivity of the detec-
the excitation monochromatorcan be used in its tion unit without Db and ~h hasbeencalibrated
standardposition. Configuration 13,, hasbeenre- with an unpolarizedlight sourceof known spectral
commended[17] for the measurementof lumines- intensity distribution. For the elimination of the
cenceexcitationspectrain rangesof X~,for which polarizationbias in generalpolarizersand/orde-
good polarizersor depolarizersare not available, polarizersmust be used,and the minimum num-
For a practical realization of config. 13,, cf. sect. berof polarizersand depolarizersis of interest.In
4.5. table3, configurationswith decreasingnumbersof

Theconfigurations14a,,/14b,,are of interestin polarizersand depolarizersare compiled.The ro-
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c2=—I ———11. (A6)

4\x—arctanx x
2 I

Appendix For x � 1, c
2 can be expandedinto a power

series
Effect of ground-statedepletion on the polarization — 1 27 2 23 4 A
bias c2— —~x+~x — ‘‘‘. 7

The steady-statesolution can be of practical
Let a transientspeciesbegeneratedin a weakly interest for the investigation of the phosphores-

absorbingdilute solid solution by one-photonex- cenceor transient absorptionof moleculesin a
citation with polarizedlight, and let the transient long-lived metastabletriplet state.
speciesonly weakly absorb the excitation light. (b) Short-timeapproximation.Let a samplebe
Without excitation, let w0 sin 0 be the isotropic excitedwith ashort squarelight pulseof duration
distribution function of ground-statemolecules t. The short-timeapproximationwith depletionof
with respectto the direction ~ of the absorbing the ground state then correspondsto the relation
transitiondipole.Then,with a constantexcitation t/T0 << 1 <<R0T0. (A8)
fluence rate, for the distribution function w(0,
t) sin0 of the transientspeciesthe following dif- Equation(A2) then takesthe form
ferentialequationholds: w(0, t) = wo[l — exp(—R0tcos2O)]. (A9)

dw(O, t)/dt By introducing the quantity h = R0t and series

= R0 cos
2O[w

0 — w(O, t)] — T~w(Ot), expansion of the exponential function follows
(Al) w(0, h) = w0 ~ (—i)’~’ ~~~~cos20O. (AlO)

whereR0 cos
2O is the 0-dependentfirst-orderrate = n.

constantfor theproductionof thetransientspecies, The unnormalized coefficients c~and c of the
and r

0 is its lifetime. If the excitation starts at Legendreexpansionof w(8, h) are
time t = 0, the solution of eq. (Al) is , — ,~ (—l)~~h~

x
2 cos20 c

0 — W0 L.~
w(0, t) = w0 2 2 [i — exp(—t/T0) ~ (2n + 1)n!

1+x cos0
= ~w0h(1 — ~ + ‘~h

2— ...), (All)
xexp(_Rotcos2O)], (A2) , °° l0(—l)’~1h°

wherex2 = R
0T0.We treattwo specialcasesof eq. c2 = w0 ~ (2n + l)(2n + 3)(n — 1)!

(A2).
(a) Steadystate. In the steadystate(t/T0 ~ 5), eq. = 4w0h(l — 4h + ~h

2 — ‘‘‘ ). (A12)
(A2) reduces to

From eqs. (All) and (A12) the normalized expan-
— x2 cos29 sion coefficient c

2 = c~/(2c)can be calculated.
w(0) — w0 1 + x

2cos29 ‘ ~3) For h < 1, c
2 can be expandedin a powerseries:

Equation (A3) can be directly obtainedfrom eq. c2 = 1 — ~h — ~1
3~h2— ~‘. (A13)
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Table 3
Configurations N~for the elimination of the polarization bias with different numbersof polarizers (P) and depolarizers(D).
Symmetricalconfigurations1V~are obtainedby exchangingthe valuesof ~a’a, Da, a’, u andPb,/3, Db, /3’, a

a Da a’ /3 D,, /3’ V 7
1,, + 0° + a’ U + p. + /3’ V 7
4,, + 45° — 0° U + 11 + /3’ a 900

2,, — — + a’ U + ~i + /3’ a 90°
5,, + —45°±/p. + a’ U + 450 — 0° a 1800

6a,. + 90° + a’ U — — + /3’ a /1
6b,, + 90° + a’ U — 45° — /3’ V

3,, — — + a’ u — — + /3’ a p.
13,. — — — 00 U + p. + /3’ a 45°
12,, — — — 45° U + + /3’ a 90°
11,, — — — 45° U — — + /3’ v p.
lOa — — — 45° U — — — 0° a(Ah) y(v)
lOa* — — — 0° u(X,) — — — 450 a y(u)

tational angles a and /3 of the polarizersand a’ (d) With free choice of y, either two de-
and /3’ of the monochromatorsare treated as polarizers (conf. 3,,) are required or one de-
independentparameters.The two extremesare of polarizer andone polarizer(config. 13,,).
particular interest,Configuration 1,, containstwo (e) With a fixed 900 viewing-geometry,either
polarizers and two depolarizers,and the five two depolarizersand one polarizer (config. 4,,) or
parametersa’, u, /3, v, y can have arbitrary onedepolarizerandtwo polarizers(config. 2,,) are
values, On the other hand, config. lOa or lOa* needed.
containsneitherpolarizersnor depolarizers,butof (f) With a fixed 1800 viewing geometryand
the five parametersa’, u, /3’, v, y only u or v may with a or /3 equal to 450, two polarizers and one
have an arbitrary (unknown)value; moreover,of depolarizerare needed(configs. 5,, and 5~7).
the three angles a’, /3’, y only one anglehas a In general,the use of rotatablemonochroma-
standardvalue (00 or 900). The following rules tors is not of practicalinterest.Apart from diffi-
apply to themeasurementof luminescencespectra culties in the realization of such configurations,
of luminescenceexcitation spectrawithout polari- the main disadvantagewould result from the fact
zationbias: that neither the monochromators nor the

(a) With the experimentalarrangementof fig. luminescentregion havefull rotational symmetry
1, neitherpolarizersnor depolarizersare needed,if with respect to the directions of excitation and
both, U(Xa) and v(Xh) are known (configs. detection.Therefore,evenwith u = v = 0, rotation
l0a/lOb/lOc or lOa*/lOb*/l0c*). of one of the monochromatorsabout its optical

(b) Without a knowledgeof u and v, at least axiswould in generallead to changesin the mea-
onedepolarizerand onerotatablemonochromator suredluminescenceintensity.
are requiredfor the eliminationof thepolarization The rotation of the excitation monochromator
bias (config. 11,,). canbe replacedby an oppositerotation of sample

(c) With rotatablemonochromators,constant plus detectionunit. This possibility is of practical
angulardifferences a — a’ I = 45° and I /3 — /3’ I interest for a quantumcounter;cf. sect. 4.5.
= 45°can be maintained. In this case,no de-
polarizersare needed;an examplewould be con- 4.2. Sensitivity of a configuration against angular
fig. 1,, without depolarizersand with a’ = ±45° misalignment
and fl’=~±45°.

The following rulesrefer to configurationswith For the elimination of the polarizationbias by
nonrotatablemonochromators(a’ = /3’ = 00). a configuration IV~,the sensitivity of 7V~ against
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misalignmentsof the anglesa or a’, /3 or /3’ and y (a) In the specialcase y = 90° of the config-
is of interest.The partial derivativesof G with urations 11l and 1~,eachapertureangleis equiv-
respect to these angles are a measurefor this alent (~=~) to a variationof just one of the angles
sensitivity: a, /3, y:

BG/0a’

= — ~u(sin 2a~[sin2y+vcos2/3’(l +cos2y)] h ±w~=a±ta’~.

— 2v cos2a’ sin 2/3’ cosy), (61) Because of the invarianceof config. 1 against

BG/8/3’ changesof y, finite apertureangles w.~>and o~,do

= — ~v(sin 2/3’[sin2y + u cos2a’(l + cos2y)] not change the value of G (as long as effects
resulting from oblique incidence of light on

— 2u sin 2a’ cos 2/3’ cos y), (62) polarizers can be neglected).On the other hand,

8G/8y = — ~([l — u cos2a’ — v cos2$’ finite apertureanglesw~and ta~> do change the
valueof G. Therefore,in accuratework, the values

+uv cos2a’ cos 2/3’] sin 2y of w~and w~>should be limited by narrow hori-

+ 2uv sin 2a’ sin 2/3’ sin y). (63) zontal rectangularor elliptical aperturesin the
excitation and luminescencelight paths. For anIn tables1 and2, for all treatedconfigurationsthe
exampleof the use of an aperturecf. ref. [25].valuesof the partial derivativesare listed. In the

(b) In config. 3,,, G dependsonly on y. Hence,
case of polarized excitation or detectionit is as-

narrowverticalaperturesshouldbe used in accu-
sumedthat eitherdepolarizersare usedor that the

ratework, Note that no additional aperturesare
anglesa’ and /3’ are not independentparameters

needed,whenall apertureanglesare small( I I
(I a — a’ = 45° or $ ,8’ I = 45°).The follow-

5°),and when the angularintensity distributions
ing observationscanbe made:

(a) Theconfigurationsin table 1 that areinsen- are symmetricalaboutthe mainrays of the excita-
tion beamand the luminescencebeam,since, duesitive againstmisalignmentare thosewith G # 0.
to aG/a

7* 0, in first order the effectsof + I I
(b) With G = 0, the sensitivity againstmisalign- and — I compensateeachother.

ment is decreasedby replacingpolarized excita-
tion or detectionwith unpolarizedexcitation or
detection.This is illustratedby the configs. 1,,, 2,,, 4.4. Surfaceexcitation and luminescencefrom con-
and3,,. centrated solutions

(c) With partially polarizedexcitation and/or
detection,the sensitivity of G on angularmisalign- For surfaceexcitation,two configurationscan
mentsdependson the valuesof u and ~. be used:

(a) The standardconfigurationfor surfacecx-
4.3. Effectsoffinite apertureangles and the use of citation is config. 1,,, which has two advantages:

apertures firstly, since config. 1,, is independentof y, the
external angle of incidence Yo (see fig. 3) can be

In most luminescenceexperiments,the sample freely chosen,andthereforethe refractiveindex of
is excitedby a convergentpencil of rayswith the the sampleneednot be known, Secondly,by tak-
horizontal apertureangle2w~(seefig. 4) and the ing /3 = 0° and /3 = 90°, the complete informa-
verticalapertureangle2w~,and a divergentpencil tion on the polarizationof the luminescencecan
of rays of the luminescencewith the aperture be obtained.The disadvantageof config. 1,, is that
angles2w~(see fig. 4) and 2~/~is detected(all a polarizerin the detectionunit is needed.
anglesrefer to beamdirections inside the sample). (b) When the refractiveindex n of the sample
The eqs. (40)—(42) or (53) and (6l)—(63) can be at the excitationwavelengthis known,configs.6a,,
usedfor an estimateof the effectsof finite aper- or 6b,, can be used for surfaceexcitation (seefig.
ture angles.Two examplesare given. 3). With a = 90°, <sin

2/3> = ~, and the law of
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S W Ab
°b ESb

Fig. 3. Configurationsfor surfaceexcitation. Abbreviations: Ab: apertureof theimagingoptics; Db: depolarizer;ESb: longitudinal
sectionof entranceslit of monochromatorMb; S: sample;W: window. In practiceonewould prefer two achromaticlensesormirror
opticsinsteadof thesingle lensshown.Theangles~ ~Iand y~ 60 0 illustrate config. 6a,, andtheexamplein point(b) of sect.4.4
(polarizationof theexcitationlight in theplaneof thefigure);with config. 6b,, a polarizer~b with /3 = 45° would beusedinsteadof
thedepolarizerDb. In thegeneralcaseof config. 1,,, thepolarizationof the excitationlight would beperpendicularto theplane of
thefigure, and a polarizer Dbwith /3 = p. would be insertedin the detectionunit. The insertshows the900 rotationof an imageby

two 90 0 reflections;with an uncollimatedlight beamonewould takeplanesurfacemirrorsinsteadof the90 0 reflectionprisms.

refraction,n0 sin Yo = n sin y, the conditionG = 0 the vertical entranceslit of the detectionmono-
canbe written in the form chromator,largeerrorsin the determinationof the

2 2 concentration dependenceof the luminescence
G = ~[i — 3(no/n) sin Yo] = 0. (64) quantum yield may result from the horizontal
As an examplewe take n0 = 1.00 and n = 1.50 compressionof the luminescentregion. The possi-
andobtain Yo = 60°.In order to satisfythe condi- ble errorsare greatlyreduced,if the luminescence
tion G 0, the valueof n neednot be accurately is imagedontoa horizontal,wide andlongenough
known. With G(n) = 0 and n’ = n(1 ±w), G(n’) monochromatorslit. The condition to be fulfilled
canbe written in the form is that practically all luminescencelight passing

the apertureof the imagingopticsof the detection
G(n’) = ~[i —(1 ±w)2] +~W. (65) unit also passesthe entranceslit and the grating

In generalthe refractiveindexof a solution will be apertureof the detectionmonochromator.Experi-
known or can be estimatedwith an uncertaintyof mentally, this can be realized in different ways.
a few percent.Therefore,by proper choice of Yo’ The simplestway is to excitethe sampleobliquely
the condition I G(n’) I ~ Gmax= 1 shouldbe easy from below (or from above), as shown in fig. 3.
to satisfy. When the directions of excitation and detection

Finally, an important experimentaldetail for both lie in a horizontalplane, eitherthe detection
the investigation of concentration quenching monochromatorcan be rotatedabout its optical
should be noted. With an experimentalarrange- axis by 90° (/3’ = 90 °), or the image of the
ment like that of fig. 1, an increaseof the con- luminescentregion can be rotated by two 90°
centrationof the absorbingsoluteis accompanied reflectionsas shown in the insert of fig. 3. Note
by a horizontal compressionof the luminescent that the directionof polarizationof a light beamis
region. If the luminescentregion is imaged onto also rotated by two 90° reflections; this is very
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useful for the rotation of the linear polarization of with a refractive index n = 1.50 of thebeamsplitter
a laser beam. and an off-axis angle 4’ = 30°, u = ±1 roughly

correspondsto a variation of the intensity of the
4.5, Optimal configuration for a quantum counter reflected light by ±10%. Both disadvantages are

For the measurementof the exitation spectrum avoided, if config. 11,, is used for the quantum
of a luminescence,usually the photon flux of the counter — see fig. 4. As a consequenceof the
excitationlight is monitoredby meansof a quan- rotationof the beamsplitter by 45°aboutthe axis
turn counter[18,26—29].Let us considerthe most of the excitationbeam,the reflectionof excitation
unfavorablecase:neithera depolarizerDa nor a light at the beam splitter is practically polariza-
polarizer ~a is available,and the monochromator tion-independentaslong as 4.’ is moderatelylarge;
Ma cannotbe rotatedaboutits opticalaxis. Then e.g.,with 4.’ = 30°,thispolarizationindependence
config. 13,, shouldbe used for the measurementof is betterthan ±1%(see,e.g.,fig. 1.12 in ref. [29]).
an unbiasedluminescence,as shown in fig. 4. In With Fresnel’s formulae one can show that the
principle, config. 13,, canbe usedfor the quantum extreme case of completely polarized excitation
countertoo, but it would havetwo disadvantages: (u = ±1)would correspondto a’ = 45°±3° or,
a polarizerwould be needed,and the intensityof with aG/aa’= — ~u (cf. table 2), to G ~0.03;
the light reflectedat the beamsplitter would de- that means,with a solid or viscousquantumcoun-
pend on the polarization of the excitation light. ter solution (T

0 << Tor) and r0 = (ro)max = 0.4 (cf.
From Fresnel’s formulae [29,30] follows that the eq.(31)), the maximal relativeerror resultingfrom
intensity of the reflectedlight hasa maximum for this residual polarization bias would be of the
u = 1 and a minimum for u = —1. For example, order of 2%.

MQ~ TM~\~
L Ja’=O°~ ~

~VI~\ \. -7 -

2w~,/~ ~ ~

0 ‘1.

S \‘~‘

h
2w,,

9~J~_~

Fig. 4. Conceivablepractical realizationof theconfigurations11,, for a quantumcounterand 13,, for luminescencedetection.New

abbreviations(other thanin fig. 1): C: fluorescencecell with dyesolution; F: filter; TM: ioroidalmirror (asexcellentapproximation
to anellipsoidalmirror in 1: 1 imaging).Theunit consistingof beamsplitterandquantumcounteris rotatedby 45 0 Out of theplane

of thefigure.
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4.6. Transientabsorption tion (cf. sect.4.4) of a luminescencefrom a sample
with unknown refractive index. The polarization

All preceding considerations can be transferred of the obliquely incident beam should be per-
to polarization effects in the light absorptionby pendicularto the planeof incidence.
photogeneratedspecies.The basicdifferencesare:
(1) § in fig. 2 now representsa transientabsorbing

transitiondipole. (2) In the experimentalarrange-
ment of fig. 1, a second light source (Ltr) is 5 Summary
neededfor the measurementof transientabsorp-
tion. Let 1(t) and I~be the intensities of the
transmittedprobe light with and without preced- (1) In thecaseof electric-dipoletransitions,the
ing excitationof the sample(a continuousprobe polarizationbiasof a photoluminescenceor of the
light sourceis assumed).The transientabsorbance absorption of a photogeneratedspeciesis the
D(t) of the sampleis definedby product of a sample-dependentfactor and a geo-

D’ ~— 1 Ij I” metricalfactor G = P2(cosK), where K is the angle~t~— og10~o/ ~ betweenthe polarizationvectorsa and b of the

= ~tr [1 + 2 r0 ( ~)P2(cosK) g2 (t)] Ctr( t) d, excitationpolarizer andthe detectorpolarizer.
(66) (2) G = G(a, /3, y) is a simpleexplicit function

of the rotational angles a of the excitation polarizer
whereEtr and c~1(t)are the decadicmolar absorp- and /3 of the detectionpolarizerand of the view-
tion coefficient and the space-independentcon- ing angley.
centration of the transient species and d is the — (3) G can be simply generalizedto a function
opticalpath length; theotherquantitiesin eq.(66) G in the cases of partially polarized excitation
havethe samemeaningasin eq. (33). and/orpartially polarizeddetection.

In practice, the only configurationsof interest (4) When the distribution of excitedmolecules
are thosewith y = 900 and thosewith y close to hasrotationalsymmetry,the depletionof the dcc-
0°or 180°(nearly collinear excitation andprobe tronic ground statehas no effect on the elimina-
beams). Moreover, since depletion of the dcc- tion of the polarization bias and on the time
tronic ground state is often essential(cf. the ap- constantsof orientationalrelaxation, —

pendix), the excitation light should be either (5) All known specialconfigurationswith G = 0
polarized or unpolarized, but not partially can be simply derived, —

polarized. (In the caseof partially polarizedcxci- (6) For the realizationof the condition G = 0,
tation, ground-statedepletion would lead to a the number of polarizers or depolarizersin an
changeof the effectiveanglea’.) experimental arrangement can be reduced, if the

(a) With unpolarizedexcitationlight, config. 2,, monochromatorshave a planeof symmetry and
canbe used.With flash lampsplacedclose to the can be rotatedabout their optical axes.
sample,the apertureangles2w~and 2ta~of the (7) The effectsof angularmisalignmentsandof
excitationlight canbelarge.Neverthelessthe con- finite apertureanglescanbe simply estimated.
dition G = 0 is satisfied as long as the angular (8) In the case of surface excitation, no
intensity distribution has rotational symmetry; polarizer in the detectionunit is needed,if the
that meansthe relation~ w~shouldhold. excitation light is polarized in the planeof mci-

(b) With polarizedexcitation,eitherconfig. 2~ dence,and if the angle of incidence is properly
(unpolarized detection) or 1,,/1~ (‘y = 900, chosen.
polarized detection) can be used. (9) In the optimal configuration for a beam

(c) With nearly collinear excitation and probe splitter/quantumcounterunit neithera polarizer
beams,both beamshaveto be polarized (config. nor a depolarizeris required.
5,,). If y is not close to 0° or 180° (configs. (10) The main results can be transferredto
1,,/1~’), the situation is similar to surface excita- transient—absorption spectroscopy.
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